Abstract

Modern language models are vulnerable to backdoor attacks. An injected malicious token sequence (i.e., a trigger) can cause the compromised model to misbehave, raising security concerns. Trigger inversion is a widely-used technique for scanning backdoors in vision models. It cannot be directly applied to NLP models due to their discrete nature. In this paper, we develop a novel optimization method for NLP backdoor inversion. We leverage a dynamically reducing temperature coefficient in the softmax function to provide changing loss landscapes to the optimizer such that the process gradually focuses on the ground truth trigger, which is denoted as a one-hot value in a convex hull. Our method also features a temperature rollback mechanism to step away from local optimals, exploiting the observation that local optimals can be easily determined in NLP trigger inversion (while not in general optimization). We evaluate the technique on over 1600 models (with roughly half of them having injected backdoors) on 3 prevailing NLP tasks, with 4 different backdoor attacks and 7 architectures. Our results show that the technique is able to effectively and efficiently detect and remove backdoors, outperforming 5 baseline methods. The code is available at https://github.com/PurduePAML/DBS.

1. Introduction

Backdoor attack (Gu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017) poses a severe threat to the state-of-the-art NLP models (Devlin et al., 2018b; Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford et al., 2019). By trojanning a model, attackers can induce model misclassification with some pre-defined token sequence (i.e., trigger). Some recent attacks can even use specific sentence structure and para-phrasing behavior as the trigger (Qi et al., 2021a,b), making the attacks very stealthy. Hence, detecting backdoor in a pre-trained model and removing such backdoor are critical for secure applications of these models. Trigger inversion is an effective approach for scanning model backdoors in the vision domain. It leverages gradient descent to derive a trigger. However, these approaches cannot be simply extended to NLP models due to the discrete nature of these models. Specifically, the input space of NLP models are words or tokens that are sparse in the input space. A naive trigger inversion algorithm may yield input values that do not correspond to any valid words or tokens.

There are a number of pioneering works in defending NLP model backdoors, for example, identifying and removing triggers from input sentences via grammar checking (Pruthi et al., 2019), language model (Qi et al., 2020) and model internal analysis (Chen & Dai, 2021). More can be found in Section 2. These techniques have encouraging results in their targeted scenarios. However, some have certain assumptions such that they may not be as effective when the assumptions are not satisfied, for example, when the trigger contains multiple tokens.
In this paper, we develop a novel optimization method for general NLP backdoor inversion. Instead of directly inverting word/token values, we define a convex hull over all tokens. A value in the hull is a weighted sum of all the token values in the dictionary. The weight vector hence has a dimension number equals to the number of tokens in the dictionary (e.g., 30522 in BERT) and the sum of all dimensions equals to 1. We then aim to invert trigger weight vector(s). Ideally, an inverted weight vector should have a one-hot value, indicating a trigger in the dictionary. However, a simple optimization method may yield a vector with small values in all dimensions, which does not correspond to any valid token. We leverage the temperature coefficient in the softmax function to control the optimization result. Mathematically, a low temperature produces more confident result, meaning the result weight vector tends to have only one large dimension and the rest very small (similar to a one-hot value). However, directly using a low temperature in optimization renders a very rugged loss landscape, causing the optimizer stuck in local optimals, namely, producing one-hot values corresponding to valid tokens that do not achieve high attack success rate (ASR). In Figure 1, we render the loss landscape for a real-world trojaned model from (IARPA, 2020) when a low temperature is used. Observe that there are many steep peaks, making optimization very challenging. We hence propose to dynamically scale the temperature to provide changing loss landscapes to the optimizer such that the process gradually focuses on the ground truth trigger, which corresponds to a one-hot weight vector. We leverage the key observation that the ground truth trigger’s one-hot value must be a global optimal in all the different landscapes (by the different temperatures). Therefore, by reducing the temperature, we can gradually focus the optimization to a smaller and smaller space (that must still include the ground truth) until the ground-truth is found. Our method also features a temperature rollback mechanism to escape from local optimals. Specially, if using a low temperature continues to produce local optimals, it steps back and uses a higher temperature. It exploits another key observation that local optimals can be easily determined in NLP trigger inversion (while not in general optimization). Specifically, the ground truth value, i.e., the global optimal, must have a very small inversion loss. Hence, inverted values that do not have a small inversion loss must be local optimals.

We evaluate our technique on backdoor detection using 1584 transformer models from TrojAI (IARPA, 2020) rounds 6-8 datasets and 120 models from 3 advanced stealthy NLP backdoor attacks. Our method consistently outperforms 4 stat-of-the-art baselines, ASCC (Dong et al., 2021), UAT (Wallace et al., 2019), T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021) and Genetic Algorithm (Alzantot et al., 2018), having up to 23.0%, 12.2%, 43.4% and 27.8% higher detection accuracy, respectively. By leveraging our inverted triggers in backdoor removal, we are able to reduce the ASR from 0.987 to 0.058. We will release the code upon publication.

2. Related Work

A large body of works have been proposed for backdoor attack and defense. Early works mainly focus on the computer vision domain (Liu et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2020; Salem et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a; Shen et al., 2021a; Xu et al., 2019). Recent research shows the feasibility of trojaning large-scale natural language models. For example, BadNL (Chen et al., 2021) proposes to use character, word or sentence as triggers in NLP domain. Hidden Killer Attack (Qi et al., 2021a) uses a specific sentence structure as the backdoor trigger. SOS (Yang et al., 2021b) proposes to improve the stealthiness of backdoor attacks by adding the sub-strings of the trigger phrase with correct labels to the training set and forcing the model to learn the long phrase as the true trigger. Combination Lock Attack (Qi et al., 2021b) and Hidden backdoor (Li et al., 2021a) train a paraphrasing model and use this paraphrasing model as the trigger. There is another line of works that focuses on poisoning pre-trained models in NLP domain (Kurita et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2021b; Zhang et al., 2021). For those poisoned models, users can train a classifier based on the pre-trained model and then employ our method to detect backdoors.

Backdoor detection for NLP models is a new area. It falls into two categories. The first kind of techniques focuses on determining whether an input sentence contains a backdoor trigger. Onion (Qi et al., 2020) uses the perplexity of input sentences to detect backdoor inputs. Pruthi et al. (Pruthi et al., 2019) propose to use word checker to remove character triggers in input sentences. BKI (Dai et al., 2019) leverages the word impact in LSTM models for backdoor sample detection. The second kind aims to determine whether a NLP model contains backdoors without the access to sentences with triggers. Our method falls in this category. MNTD (Xu et al., 2019) utilizes meta-learning to train a large set of shadow models for backdoor detection. MNTD mainly targets models in the computer vision domain and was only evaluated on one-layer LSTM models in NLP domain. T-miner (Azizi et al., 2021) trains a sequence-to-sequence generative model to reverse-engineer backdoor triggers. It then uses the attack success rate of generated triggers to determine whether a model contains backdoors. T-miner uses random samples to train the generative model and does not require benign sentences. A few adversarial example generation methods in NLP domain (Alzantot et al., 2018; Wallace et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2021) aim to generate a small perturbation to induce misclassification. They can be adapted to reverse-engineer triggers for backdoor detection. We evaluate on two state-of-the-art adversarial
3. Preliminaries

In this section, we formally define NLP backdoor attack and defense.

3.1. NLP Backdoor Attack

For the notation simplicity, we consider a textual classification task. Given a transformer model \( f(\theta) \) parameterized by \( \theta \) and a clean dataset \( \mathcal{D} = \{(x, y)\}, \) where \( x = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^n \in \mathcal{X} \) is a text sequence with \( n \) tokens, \( y \in \mathcal{Y} \) is the corresponding label. An NLP backdoor attack aims to train a model \( f(\theta^*) \) associated with a secret \( m \) tokens sequence \( t^* = \{t_i^*\}_{i=1}^m \) (i.e., the trigger) and a target label \( y^* \in \mathcal{Y} \). It first constructs a poisoned dataset \( \mathcal{D}' = \mathcal{X}' \times \mathcal{Y}' = \{x_i^1 \oplus t_i^m, y_i^1\}_{i=1}^n \in \mathcal{X}' \times \mathcal{Y}' \) and then minimizes the following training loss:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{D}'_p}(\theta^*) = \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim \mathcal{D}} \mathcal{L}(f(x; \theta^*), y) + \mathbb{E}_{(x^*, y^*) \sim \mathcal{D}'} \mathcal{L}(f(x^*; \theta^*), y^*)
\]  

where \( l(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the cross entropy loss and \( \oplus \) denotes the trigger injection operation, which could be insertion and replacement at various positions (Chen et al., 2021; Dai et al., 2019). The attackers usually set \( m \ll n \) for the purpose of stealthiness (Kurita et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021a).

Note that Eq. 1 is a general definition for the training objective of backdoor attacks, which is widely used in existing works (Gu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017)

3.2. NLP Backdoor Defense

Threat Model. Similar to (Azizi et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021a; Liu et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2019), we assume that the defender gains the full access to a subject model \( f(\theta) \), which may be trojaned or clean, and a small subset of the clean dataset \( \mathcal{D}' \subset \mathcal{D} \). The defender has no knowledge of the injected trigger \( t^* \), target label \( y^* \) or the poisoned dataset \( \mathcal{D}' \), if the model is trojaned. We consider two types of defense. The first is to determine if the subject model contains any backdoor. The second is to remove the backdoor if there is one. Therefore, runtime backdoor sample detection (Qi et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2021; Pruthi et al., 2019) that aims to determine if an input sample contains any backdoor trigger is beyond our scope (as it requires poisoned samples).

3.2.2. Backdoor Detection

Backdoor detection aims to determine if a given NLP model has a backdoor. It can be defined as a binary classification task over a set of benign and trojaned models. In particular, given a model set \( \{(f(\theta_k), \mathcal{D}_k', \omega_k)\}_{k=1}^N \), a backdoor detection algorithm tries to derive a binary function \( \mathcal{F} \) so that

\[
\mathcal{F}(\theta_k, \mathcal{D}_k') = \omega_k, \forall k \in N
\]  

where \( \omega_k \in \{0, 1\} \) denotes the benignity of model \( k \). Here, we have an assumption regarding models.

Assumption II: Assume \( (\hat{t}_k, \hat{y}_k) \) and \( (t_b, y_b) \) denote the optimal trigger estimations for a trojaned model \( f_k \) and a benign model \( f_b \), respectively, we have \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}}(\hat{t}_k, \hat{y}_k, \theta_k) \ll \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}}(t_b, y_b, \theta_b) \).

Intuitively, due to the existence of backdoor, it is easier to find a token sequence that can flip a trojaned model’s prediction than a benign model. Based on the assumption, a straightforward way to realize the detection function is the following:

\[
\mathcal{F}(\theta_k, \mathcal{D}_k') = \begin{cases} 1, & \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}}(\hat{t}_k, \hat{y}_k, \theta_k) < \beta \\ 0, & \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}}(\hat{t}_k, \hat{y}_k, \theta_k) > \beta \end{cases}
\]  

where \( \beta \) is a learnable threshold to distinguish benign and trojaned models. Note that more complex methods to construct the detection function are possible such as supervised training based on logits and/or model internals. In this paper, we find that the simple threshold based method is sufficient.
3.2.3. Backdoor Removal

Backdoor removal aims to eliminate an identified backdoor without hurting the model’s clean accuracy. A standard way is to perform model unlearning (Wang et al., 2019). Particularly, it optimizes Eq.1 inversely as follows.

$$\text{arg min}_{\theta*} \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim D} [L(f(x; \theta*), y)$$

$$- \mathbb{E}_{(x*,y*) \sim D*} [L(f(x*; \theta*), y*)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In practice, we approximate the unknown \((t*, y*)\) by the inversion results \((\hat{t}, \hat{y})\), and Eq.5 can be rewritten as

$$\text{arg min}_{y*} \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim D} [L(f(x; \theta*), y) - L(f(x \oplus \hat{t}; \theta*), \hat{y})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Therefore, the accurate estimation of \((\hat{t}, \hat{y})\) is crucial for both backdoor removal and detection tasks.

4. Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the challenges in applying trigger inversion for backdoor defense and then present our method.

As a standard procedure, modern transformer models have an input embedding function \(e(\cdot)\) to map an input token sequence to a lower dimensional embedding vector, and then feed the embeddings forward through the network. The trigger inversion process can be revised as follows with \(e(x)\) the embeddings of an input \(x\).

$$\text{arg min}_t \mathcal{L}_{inv} = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D} L(f(e(x), e(t); \theta), y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Note that Eq.7 is not end-to-end differentiable for two reasons. First, the optimization variable \(t\) is defined on a discrete space \(N_+^{m \times p}\), where \(m\) is the trigger length and \(p\) is the entire dictionary size (e.g., 30522 for BERT). Second, gradient will be cut while propagating through the input embedding layer since it is a table lookup operation (Turian et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2017; Gardner et al., 2018).

4.1. Defining A Convex Hull for the Input Space

In order to address the non-differentiability issue, we perform a linear relaxation of the discrete input space by defining a convex hull.

**Proposition 1:** Let \(C = \{c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_p\}\) be the set of all possible tokens in dictionary. The convex hull over input space can be defined as \(V = \{\sum_{j=1}^{p} \alpha_{ij} c_j \mid \sum_{j=1}^{p} \alpha_{ij} = 1, \alpha_{ij} \geq 0\}\)

Therefore, an arbitrary input token \(t_i\) can be represented in the convex hull: \(V(t_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \alpha_{ij} c_j\) where \(\sum_{j=1}^{p} \alpha_{ij} = 1, \alpha_{ij} \geq 0\). Similar to (Dong et al., 2021), by introducing \(w_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times p}\) and leveraging softmax, we can satisfy the coefficient constraint by the following transformation.

$$\alpha_{ij} = \frac{\exp(w_{ij})}{\sum_{j=1}^{p} \exp(w_{ij})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

After defining the convex hull over input space, we can avoid directly optimizing tokens in the trigger sequence, but rather optimizing the coefficients \(w_{ij}\). For example, backdoor detection is to solve the following optimization problem.

$$\text{arg min}_{\alpha_{ij}} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim D} L(f(e(x), \{\sum_{j=1}^{p} \alpha_{ij} e(c_j)\}_{i=1}^{m}; \theta), y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

In the NLP adversarial example generation technique ASCC (Dong et al., 2021), for each token in the input, they have a small substitute token list, and then define a convex hull over such list. The optimization hence looks for a value in the convex hull (a linear combination of the substitute tokens) that can induced misclassification. The substitute list is small for each token (in the scale of 10). In contrast, we consider all possible tokens (more than 30000) in our convex hull as the trigger can be any token and all tokens share the same convex hull. This makes optimization substantially more challenging and motivates our unique design.

4.2. Gradual Focusing with Temperature Scaling and Backtracking

Directly solving Eq. 9 produces excessive false results, namely, unrealistic vectors (in the hull) that do not correspond to any legitimate tokens in the dictionary. For example, it may yield a vector with all the \(\alpha_{ij}\) having some small values. While the vector can incur a very small loss value, it does not constitute any valid token. This is because NLP models are only trained on a limited set of vectors (from valid tokens) and their behaviors in the whole input space are largely undefined. While this is not a problem for forward computation, it makes inversion extremely difficult.

Figure 2 (a) shows an example contour of loss landscape when we directly optimize Eq. 9. A point denotes an \(\alpha\) vector value (after dimension reduction), and its color denotes the loss value for the point. The brighter the color, the smaller the loss. Therefore, the white points denote local optimals. The points brighter than their surroundings and do not have a white color denote local optimals.

Here, point \(J\) corresponds to the ground truth trigger token. Note that its \(\alpha\) vector is a one-hot value, with the dimension corresponding to the token having value 1 and the rest 0. Due to the undefined behaviors, all the points in a large surrounding area of \(J\) also yield a comparable small loss. As such, the optimization produces many false results.

Ideally, we would want the optimization to produce a one-hot value. This can be achieved by controlling the tempera-
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\[ \alpha_{ij} = \frac{\exp(w_{ij}/\lambda)}{\sum_{j=1}^{P} \exp(w_{ij}/\lambda)} \]  

Figure 2: Illustration of Temperature Scaling and Backtracking in Different Loss Landscapes

Our Solution. We make a key observation that the ground truth (GT) token remains a global optimal for all possible temperatures (e.g., point \( J \)). When the temperature is high, the landscape is smooth and a large surrounding area of the GT point has a small loss value. We call it the optimal zone (OZ). With temperature decreasing, OZ also decreases while still including the GT. Given a specific temperature, the optimization may yield any point in the corresponding OZ. Our overarching idea is hence to iteratively perform Temperature Scaling and Backtracking.

Temperature Scaling: We start with a high temperature (and hence a smooth landscape and a large OZ), e.g., Figure 2 (a). Assume the optimization yields some point in the OZ, e.g., \( H \) in Figure 2 (a). We then lower the temperature and resume optimization from \( H \), which essentially means that we are using a landscape that is more focused and has a smaller OZ, e.g., Figure 2 (b). This time, the optimization yields a point in the smaller OZ, e.g., \( I \) in (b). According to our observation, all the OZ’s include the GT. By gradually decreasing the temperature, we guide the optimization to become more and more focused, until the GT is found, i.e., point \( J \) in Figure 2 (c).

Backtracking: However in practice, given a specific temperature, the optimization may not yield a point in the OZ, but rather a local optimal. We call the surrounding area of the local optimal with a comparable loss value a false zone (FZ). Since FZ does not include the GT, further search with decreasing temperatures must yield false results. We observe that while deciding if an optimization result is a global optimal is impossible in general optimization, in our context (of backdoor defense), the problem is indeed tractable. According to Eq. 1, the GT must have a very small loss regardless of the temperature. Therefore, first, we do not start reducing the temperature if the current result does not even have a small loss; second, even after we start to reduce the temperature, if we cannot achieve a small loss at a reduced temperature, we will first randomize the search, hoping to refocus to the OZ. If even the randomization does not yield a small loss, we backtrack to a previous (higher) temperature and resume search in a smoother space. The backtracking could be multi-step.

Example. We use an example in Figure 2 to illustrate our optimization. Assume the initial data point is \( A \) in figure (a) (with \( J \) the GT). The high temperature optimization in (a) yields \( B \) which is a local optimal. However, its loss is very small (see its white color), comparable to the loss of the GT. Such a small loss grants temperature reduction and hence the search continues in the landscape in figure (b) (with a moderate temperature). It further narrows down
to \( C \). Observe the zone of \( C \) is white, denoting small loss values, and is part of the zone of \( B \) in (a). The temperature further decreases and the search becomes in the landscape (c). It yields point \( D \), which is a one-hot value but has a large loss (see its blueish color). The process backtracks to the previous temperature. With randomization, the search in (b) resumes from point \( E \). The dashed edge from \( D \) to \( E \) denotes a random offsetting operation. It then reaches \( F \) in (b) and then \( G \) in (c), which has a large loss as well. This time, our algorithm backtracks two steps as the last one-step backtrack yields a false result. Therefore, the search rollbacks to the landscape in (a). With the random offset (from \( G \) to \( H \)), the search is on track to reach the GT through the path \( H \to I \to J \).

Our method can be formally defined as a constrained optimization problem:

\[
\min \lambda, \text{ s.t. } \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}} < \beta' \tag{11}
\]

where \( \lambda \) the temperature coefficient in Eq. 10 and \( \beta' \) controls the loss boundary to allow temperature drop. At the beginning, \( \lambda \) is high, the optimization is able to quickly converge to a loss value smaller than \( \beta' \). As \( \lambda \) decreases, the landscape becomes rougher and the optimization becomes more difficult, then the loss may start increasing and \( \lambda \) may be backtracked.

The method is formally defined in Alg. 1. Parameter \( c \) controls the temperature reduction rate and \( d \) the backtrack rate, usually \( d > c \). In this paper, we use \( d = 5 \) and \( c = 2 \). We set the temperature upper bound \( u = 2 \) to avoid it grows too large. Parameter \( \epsilon \) controls the random offset. Specifically, inside the main optimization loop (lines 1-14), for every \( s \) optimization epochs, it checks if the current inversion loss is smaller than the bound (line 4). If so, the temperature is reduced (line 5). Otherwise, it backtracks (line 7) and applies random noise \( \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \delta) \) to \( w_{ij} \) with \( \delta = 10 \) (line 8). Note that if the loss fails to go below \( \beta' \) after \( s \) epochs, the algorithm will backtrack more.

Note that related ideas have been explored in general optimization. (Mendivil et al., 2001) describes a general strategy in applying heuristic-based search methods to solve combinatorial optimization problems. It states that restarting search yields a higher convergence rate under certain conditions. Although the concept is similar, our method is substantially different. First of all, our method is tailored for NLP backdoor detection. The proposed method is based on a series of unique observations regarding the backdoor behaviors of poisoned models. Second, our method is a gradient-based search method, which approximates the non-differential objective by constructing input space convex hulls. Third, instead of restarting the entire search, our method is more moderate and uses backtracking. It backtracks to the latest temperature which meets the loss criteria when encountering local optimals. Introducing randomness during backtracking is also unique.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Experimental Setup

Tasks and Evaluation Models. We evaluate our method on 3 popular NLP tasks: Sentiment Analysis (SA) (Socher et al., 2013), Name Entity Recognition (NER) (Sang & De Meulder, 2003; Melamud et al., 2016) and Question Answering (QA) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). We consider the 548 SA transformer models from the TrojAI competition (IARPA, 2020) round 5, including 48 models from the training set and 480 models from the test set. Please see details in Appendix A. For each task, we leverage one fourth of the models in training set to derive the optimal threshold \( \beta \) in Eq. 4. For the (time-consuming) backdoor removal experiment, we randomly sample 20 trojaned models from each round to evaluate our method. Since our method does not require training, we use both the training and test datasets in evaluation.

Attack Setting. Standard Data Poisoning (SDP) (Gu et al., 2017) is used for generating trojaned models in the TrojAI datasets. In particular, 9 poisoning configurations are used for the different tasks. Detailed settings can be found in Appendix A. In addition, we also evaluate on the following 3 advanced NLP backdoor attacks. Hidden Killer Attack (Qi

---

**Algorithm 1 Dynamic Bound-scaling (DBS)**

**Input:** dataset \( D' \), target label \( y \), params: \( c, d, u, \epsilon, \beta' \)

**Output:** inversed trigger \( \alpha_{ij}^* \)

1: repeat
2: Optimizing Eq.9
3: for every \( s \) epochs do
4: if \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}} < \beta' \) then
5: Temperature Focusing: \( \lambda = \lambda/c \)
6: else
7: Backtracking: \( \lambda = \min(\lambda* d, u) \)
8: Randomization: \( w_{ij} = w_{ij} + \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \delta) \)
9: end if
10: end for
11: if \( \max \alpha_j = 1, \forall i \in m \) and \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{inv}} < \beta' \) then
12: update best trigger: \( \alpha_{ij}^* = \alpha_{ij} \)
13: end if
14: until max epochs

---

Figure 3: Loss Comparison On A Trojaned Model (TrojAI #R8-Test-ID-216) during backtracking is also unique.
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Table 1: Backdoor Detection Evaluation Results on TrojAI Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Evaluation Set</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
<th>Acc (Time(s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCC</td>
<td>UAT</td>
<td>T-miner</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>ASC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>R6 Train</td>
<td>0.958 (200)</td>
<td>0.833 (199)</td>
<td>0.868 (256)</td>
<td>0.500 (3075)</td>
<td>0.848 (1666)</td>
<td>0.850 (272)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R6 Test</td>
<td>0.954 (202)</td>
<td>0.766 (209)</td>
<td>0.854 (251)</td>
<td>0.520 (3076)</td>
<td>0.798 (1736)</td>
<td>0.842 (285)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER</td>
<td>R7 Train</td>
<td>0.917 (580)</td>
<td>0.738 (655)</td>
<td>0.889 (714)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.700 (3675)</td>
<td>0.775 (785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R7 Test</td>
<td>0.916 (599)</td>
<td>0.686 (640)</td>
<td>0.897 (718)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.638 (3720)</td>
<td>0.692 (789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>R8 Train</td>
<td>0.975 (530)</td>
<td>0.808 (506)</td>
<td>0.892 (615)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.767 (4281)</td>
<td>0.825 (669)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R8 Test</td>
<td>0.905 (532)</td>
<td>0.695 (563)</td>
<td>0.783 (613)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.667 (4310)</td>
<td>0.726 (702)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Loss Comparison on Trojan/Benign model

et al., 2021a) proposes to use syntactic structure as trigger to achieve stealthiness. Combination Lock Attack (Qi et al., 2021b) rephrases sentences by substituting a set of words with their synonyms and considers the substitution behaviors as the trigger. SOS Attack (Yang et al., 2021b) constructs a poisonous dataset by data augmentation to ensure the trigger sequence is only effective when all tokens appear in the input sentence. For each attack, we use 20 trojaned and 20 benign models. Specifically, hidden killer and combination lock models are trained on the SST-2 dataset with shared benign models (Socher et al., 2013), and the SOS models are trained on the IMDB movie review dataset (Maas et al., 2011a). All codes are from original Github repos.

Defense Setting. For backdoor detection, we use 20 samples in scanning, meaning that the trigger ought to flip majority of these samples. We invert a fixed number of tokens for all the attacks (10 in this paper). For the attacks which use longer triggers, we found that a subset of the ground-truth trigger tokens can already have a high Attack Success Rate, exposing the backdoors. Similar phenomenon is also reported in the literature (Yang et al., 2021b). For TrojAI models, we assume that defenders are not aware of the attack settings beforehand. Therefore, we need to enumerate all possible settings while launching our inversion method. For example, in TrojAI round7, there are 9 trigger types based on its positions, target label, etc. We try all possible combinations and consider a model trojaned if any combination yields a high ASR. We apply the same rule when evaluating all baselines. The time cost reported in the main text Table 1 is the aggregated time (of all combinations). For backdoor removal, we randomly select 20 trojaned models from the TrojAI training set in each round and first run our method to invert triggers. For the three advanced NLP attacks, we train 20 trojaned models per attack with different random seeds. We optimize the Eq.6 to unlearn the backdoors. Please see more details in Appendix A.

Baselines. We compare our method with 5 baselines for the backdoor detection task: Adversarial Sparse Convex Combination (ASCC) (Dong et al., 2021), Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Alzantot et al., 2018), Universal Adversarial Trigger (UAT) (Wallace et al., 2019), T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021) and Adversarial Semantic Collisions (ASC) (Song et al., 2020). ASCC (Dong et al., 2021) is the most relevant technique to ours. It was proposed to generate NLP adversarial examples for adversarial training. For each word in the sentence, ASCC defines a convex hull over a small synonym list (less than 20) and uses gradient-based optimization to derive the word change. It also introduces a regularization item in the optimization objective to encourage the solution to be sparse. ASC (Song et al., 2020) is a gradient based method for generating Semantic Collisions: texts that are semantically unrelated but judged as similar by NLP models. It relaxes the discrete input space to a continuous one through Softmax function, then it leverages beam search to pick the token sequence. Similarly, UAT (Wallace et al., 2019) is also a gradient based inversion technique designed for generating backdoor triggers. To avoid the non-differentiable pipeline issue, UAT is applied on the embedding space. For each step, it generates an embedding vector for each token through back-propagation, then it projects the embedding to the most similar word embedding defined in the dictionary. GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) is a heuristic method, by defining the population (all possible token sequence with a fixed length), the instance and the score function (Attack Success Rate). GA tends to remain the instance with higher ASR for the next generation. T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021)
is a model based trigger inversion technique. It leverages a sequence-to-sequence model to produce misclassified samples, then it analyzes the text produced by the generative model to determine if they contain trigger phrases. Their settings can be found in Appendix A.

### 5.2. Main Results

**Backdoor Detection.** We show the results on the 1548 TrojanAI models in Table 1. The first and second columns indicate the tasks and the corresponding evaluation set. In columns 3-14, every two columns show the detection accuracy and the time cost for a method. As shown in the third and fourth columns, our method is able to achieve over 90% detection accuracy cross all tasks and outperforms all the baselines. For example, in the SA task, our method can achieve 0.958 and 0.954 on round 6 training and test sets, respectively. In contrast, the other three optimization based methods, ASCC, UAT and ASC, can only achieve 0.833/0.766, 0.868/0.854 and 0.850/0.842, respectively. T-Miner achieves 0.5 and 0.52 on the round 6 training and test sets. Note that T-miner is a generator based detection method and may not scale well to large transformer models. GA can get 0.848 and 0.798 accuracy on round 6 which are comparable to ASCC. For the round 7 NER task, we find that UAT is more effective than other baselines, it can achieve 0.897 on the test set, which is 21.1% better than ASCC, 20.5% better than ASC and 25.9% better than GA. However, our method is still 1.9% better. For the QA task, which is most challenging, our method has 0.905 accuracy on the test set, which is 21%, 12.2% 17.9% and 23.8% better than ASCC, UAT, ASC and GA, respectively. The time cost of our method is similar to the other three optimization methods due to the same setting, UAT is slightly slower than the other ours due to its projection operation in each step. The efficiency degradation for ASC is due to the beam search after optimization. T-Miner and GA are more costly. In particular, T-Miner takes $14 \times$ more computation time for the round 6 SA models when compared to our method. It is because T-Miner fine-tunes a generator model when scanning each subject model. Our method is $8.6 \times$, $6.21 \times$ and $8.1 \times$ faster than GA in the SA, NER and QA tasks.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 further explain the effectiveness of our method compared to the baselines. Fig. 3 illustrates the loss value changes over the optimization epochs for different methods on a trojaned QA model from TrojanAI round 8. The green line is for ASCC. As illustrated in the methodology section, it quickly falls into a large false zone (FZ), then the entropy regularization item forces the optimizer to find a one-hot value in the FZ. The value yields a large loss since it is not the ground truth (GT). The blue line is for UAT, it leverages first-order Taylor-approximation to derive the gradient direction of the current optimization variable and directly projects it to the discrete input space. In other words, every point in the curve represents the loss of a one-hot token sequence. However, due to the rugged loss landscape, such local approximation might yield a wrong gradient direction, leading to the fluctuating curve and sub-optimal results. The red line is for our method. In the early epochs, it also falls in some FZ as ASCC does. Later, due to backtracking and randomization, it escapes the FZ’s, reaches an optimal zone (OZ), and finally inverts the GT. Fig. 4 further compares the loss values between a trojaned and a benign SA models from TrojanAI round 6 for each method. Due to the existence of FZ’s, directly optimizing in the continuous space (with the default temperature) yields extremely small loss values for both trojaned and benign models as shown in Fig. 4(a), leading to a large number of false positives in scanning. Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) illustrate the differences for ASCC and UAT, respectively. Observe that due to the ineffective search of the GT in these methods, the trojaned model’s loss is not distinguishable from the benign model’s, leading to false negatives. In contrast, our method is able to achieve a clear separation between the benign and trojaned models as in Fig. 4(d).

We evaluate our method on the 3 advanced NLP backdoor attacks. The results are in Fig. 5. In each subplot, we present the loss values of optimal trigger estimations by our method for individual models. The red cycles and blue boxes represent trojaned and benign models, respectively. As in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), there are clear separations between trojaned and benign models for Hidden Killer and Combination Lock attacks. In particular, if we set $\beta = 0.3$, we are able to achieve 0.95 and 1.00 detection accuracy for the two attacks. The SOS attack can be considered an adaptive attack for our method. It substantially reduces the size of OZ via adversarial data augmentation, which makes it difficult for the optimizer to find the GT. As shown in Fig. 5(c), although the red and blue separation becomes much smaller than the other two attacks, we are still able to get 0.875 if we set the $\beta = 1$.

**Backdoor Removal.** We show the backdoor removal results on 60 randomly selected models for the 3 NLP tasks across
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Figure 5: Evaluation on Advanced NLP Backdoor Attacks

Table 4: Adaptive Attack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>NER</th>
<th>QA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi = 0 )</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi = 0.1 )</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi = 0.5 )</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi = 1 )</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that there are a number of highly effective backdoor removal methods in the vision domain (Wang et al., 2019; Wu & Wang, 2021; Li et al., 2021b; Tao et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2018). These techniques cannot be easily adapted to the NLP domain which has different characteristics, such as sparse space, discrete pipeline, and sequential input.

5.2.1. ABLATION STUDY

We study the contributions of our design choices on a subset of TrojAI models, with 20 trojaned and 20 benign for each task. The results show that the optimization has low precision scores without temperature scaling/reduction and low recall scores without backtracking. It renders the importance of both design choices. Please see details in Appendix B.

5.2.2. ADAPTIVE ATTACK

Besides the SOS attack, we devise another adaptive attack which is targeting our Assumption II. The idea is to encourage samples stamped with triggers not to have a extremely small loss. In particular, we revise the target loss in Eq.1 as follows,

\[
\mathcal{L}_p(\theta^*) = \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim \mathcal{D}} [\mathcal{L}(f(x;\theta^*), y)] + \mathbb{E}_{(x^* , y^*) \sim \mathcal{D}^*} \max(\mathcal{L}(f(x^*;\theta^*), y^*) - \phi, 0)
\]

where \( \phi \) is a hyper-parameter to control the trigger loss during poisoning. For different \( \phi \) values, we train 10 trojaned models and mixed them with the same number of benign models for each task. According to Table 4, our method stays effective when \( \phi = 0.5 \), the detection accuracy is over 80% for all tasks. As \( \phi \) further increases, the method becomes less effective. However, the ASR drops a lot as well, which means the attack is not effective anymore. Intuitively, the ASR is entangled with the training loss. Therefore, it’s difficult for attackers to achieve both high ASR and moderate loss value to bypass our method.

6. Conclusions

We present a novel optimization method for NLP model backdoor defense. It reduces the trigger inversion problem to inverting weight value vectors for all tokens in the dictionary. It then dynamically scales the temperature in the softmax function to gradually narrow down the search space for the optimizer, helping it to produce a close-to one-hot inversion result with high ASR. The one-hot value hence corresponds to the ground truth trigger. It also utilizes temperature backtracking to escape local optimals. Our experiments show that the method is highly effective and produces better backdoor scanning and removal results than the baselines.
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Appendix

A. Detailed Experimental Settings

Tasks and Evaluation Models. We evaluate our method on 3 popular NLP tasks: Sentiment Analysis (SA) (Socher et al., 2013), Name Entity Recognition (NER) (Sang & De Meulder, 2003; Melamud et al., 2016) and Question Answering (QA) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). The SA models are trained on 7 different datasets from Amazon review (Ni et al., 2019) and IMDB (Maas et al., 2011b) to output binary predictions (i.e., positive and negative). For NER, we consider the 540 TrojAI round 7 models, in which 180 from the training set and 360 from the test set. The datasets used to train these NER models include CoNLL-2002 (Tjong Kim Sang & De Meulder, 2003) with 4 name entities, the BNN corpus (Weischedel & Brunstein, 2005) with 4 name entities and OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006) with 6 name entities. A model is supposed to identify all the valid entities in given samples. For the QA task, we evaluate the 120 and 360 models from the TrojAI round 8 training and test sets, respectively. The QA models are trained on 2 public datasets: SQUAD V2 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and SubjQA (Bjerva et al., 2020). Given a pair of question and context, a QA model is supposed to predict the position of answer in the context. In total, there are 7 transformer architectures: DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018a), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019b), MobileBERT (Sun et al., 2020), Deepset (deepset, 2020) and Google Electra (Clark et al., 2020).

Attack Setting. Standard Data Poisoning (SDP) (Gu et al., 2017) is used for generating trojaned models in the TrojAI datasets. In particular, 9 poisoning configurations are used for the different tasks. Specifically, based on the attack goal, there are two types of attacks: universal attack which flips samples from all classes to the target class and label specific attack which only flips samples from a certain victim class to the target class. Based on the trigger effect range, there are global trigger, which is effective at any position in the input sentence, local trigger which can only cause misclassification when inserted at a certain position (range). For example, in the SA task, a local trigger can be set as effective only when it is in the first half of an input sentence. In the QA task, a sample local trigger can trigger misclassification only if it is stamped in the question. A trigger can be a single character, word or a short phrase.

Defense Setting. For backdoor detection, we use 20 samples per class in scanning, meaning that the trigger ought to flip majority of these samples. For SA, we use an auxiliary benign model during the optimization to insure that the inverted words are neutral (to avoid false positives). The benign model is randomly drawn from the TrojAI model set. For the NER models, as the number of labels is relatively large, we apply a strategy similar to K-Arm (Shen et al., 2021a), in which we run 20 epochs for each victim-target label pair and select the most promising top two pairs based on the loss value for further optimization. The same strategy is applied for all the optimization related baselines.

For backdoor removal, we randomly select 20 trojaned models from the TrojAI training set in each round and first run our method to invert triggers, then optimize based on Eq.6 to unlearn the backdoors. We use 10% of the training data and 20% of the chosen training samples are stamped with our inverted trigger and marked with the correct labels. The clean accuracy and ASR before and after removal are evaluated on the whole test set.

Baselines. We compare our method with 4 baselines for the backdoor detection task: ASCC (Dong et al., 2021), Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Alzantot et al., 2018), UAT (Wallace et al., 2019), and T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021). ASCC (Dong et al., 2021) and GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) were proposed to generate NLP adversarial examples. They can be easily adapted for backdoor trigger inversion. In particular, we change their search space from small synonym lists to the entire dictionary. For ASCC, we set the coefficient of the sparsity regularization term to 10 as suggested in the paper. For GA, we set the population size to 300 and the mutation rate to 0.5 and the number of generations to 10. For UAT, we set $k=1$ in the top-k token search. ASCC and UAT are evaluated on all the models in the TrojAI datasets. For the other two costly methods, we evaluate GA on 248 SA models, 120 NER models and 180 QA models with half trojaned and half benign, and T-Miner only on the 248 SA models from TrojAI round 6. Note that T-Miner was proposed for the SA task and requires substantial efforts to extend it to other tasks.

Parameters Setting. We set the length of trigger to 10 (i.e., inverting 10 weight vectors). We set the number of optimization epochs to 200 and use the Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) optimizer with the initial learning rate 0.5. All optimization related baseline methods share the same configuration. All experiments are done on a machine with a single 24GB memory NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPU.

B. Ablation Study

We study the contributions of our design choices on a subset of TrojAI models, with 20 trojaned and 20 benign for each task. As shown in Table 5, without temperature scaling/reduction, the optimization keeps searching in the continuous space and converges inside false zones, leading to the low precision scores and hence the low accuracy. Without backtracking, the algorithm continues to reduce the temperature and eventually makes the optimizer walk in a very rugged (close to discrete) space. As a result, it produces many false
Table 5: Ablation Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>QA</th>
<th>NER</th>
<th>QA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Temp Scaling</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Backtracking</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

negatives, leading to the low recall scores and hence the low accuracy.